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1. Introduction

For millions of years, man has existed on planet earth and from scientific exploration it is purportable that there are life forms all over the universe. For this reason, the universe is life itself. However down through the ages, cracking deeply to dissolve the mystery of the universe either primitively or scientifically, has informed various dimensions and theories such as the scientific inquiries of philosophers like; Akinaton, Himotep, Amenoteh, Tempels, Senghor, Darwin, Newton about the origin of man and the world and those of Socrates, Plato, Pythagoras and Heraclitus’ ultimate stuff of nature, that is, earth, air, fire and water. These beliefs about the natural world around us, has greatly influenced human clinging as well as the origin and development of societal cultures and traditions especially their mythologies of the origin of man and the universe, the forces of nature and their presence in our natural environment such as in the rivers, lakes and springs, in the wind, cloud, thunder storms and other sacred elements, places and times. Over the years, through these theories, traditions and customs, we have developed certain understanding of our natural environment and devised better ways of respecting, caring as well as combating environmental challenges even though these have occasioned conflicting questions of faith and worship.

Moreover, having been equipped with knowledge of earth shapes and components, weather kinds and patterns, water circulations and levels, chemical compositions and reactions, soil structures and properties, seed germination and food preservation, energy generation and conversion, we concluded the problem with the universe has been solved. Thereafter, we saw the world in parts rather than a whole corpus, we immoderately exploited rather than reverence, we took so much away and gave nothing, we carelessly changed even those that shouldn’t be and invented all the ‘ought nots’. Feeling fulfilled as the king of the universe, we declared we had knocked at the door of immortality and having lost our spiritual connection and true essences, we deified science as the savior of the world. But we have not long wallowed in the ocean of wealth and privileges of industrialization or globalization before we were been infringed by the destruction of our once celebrated achievements.

Consequently, the earth is in danger from our taste for development, we are obliged to act fast and preserve, respect and care for it by adopting an environcentric philosophy. It is obviously how far this will go to changing and catering for the ecological disbalances in the globe that this philosophy of involvement shown in the study; ‘Environcentricism: A Philosophy for a Constantly Changing World’ is informed.

It should be borne in mind that a philosophical approach to the study of the environment does not underestimate the vitality of other dimensions to this study such as ecology which is the study of organisms, in relation to their habitat and the interaction between the living and non-living components of such ecosystem. There are natural and manmade ecosystems such as the mangrove, swamps, fresh water, island, ocean, paddock or the earth. Ecology tends to understand the complex web of linkage, relationship and interdependencies as such. With ecology, homoeostasis which is the psychological property of relatively constant condition such as...
constant internal temperature within the body in the face of changing external conditions, man has been equipped with the understanding that ecosystems have the maximum propensity to subsist in the events of decay and competition. The ecosystem comprises of certain components and each of these possess genetic structure which has the propensity to adapt stably to environmental dynamics and this is maintained except massively affected by an external factor disrupting patterns of relationships and possible collapse of the ecosystem. The possibility of this has heightened the need to study the environment and erect advocacies for environmental consciousness and protection that will enable better and healthier living conditions of all life forms. To this, philosophy is a part as it is the fundamental study of man and the realities around him (physical and metaphysical realities of his environment or the universe).

II. The Environment: Concept And Problems

The concept of the environment refers to the atmosphere, the ecosystem, the universe, the earth, the world e.t.c. It also connotes the meta-physical, physical, behavioural, and operational. To a large extent, this concept has been viewed from different dimensions. It can be seen as the atmosphere which according to Maurice Strong, “is the principal medium through which human activity is interacting to shape the conditions on which the future of life on the planet depends”. It can also be seen as the totality of life. It can also be seen as the whole corpus of both macro and micro bio-interaction. It can be seen as the complex network of plant and animal life-forms. More so, it can be seen as the unit of life-dependent resources, necessary for development and continuity of plants and animals. In our context, environment is considered as the unit from which resources needed for human sustenance and development are obtained and into which human development is directed. It implies the components of our ecological system [earth], the interactions therein and the change that occur. In addition, it is the structure and organization of the physical setting.

a) Issues of the Environment

Many would assume that the issues of the environment points direct to the nature, components or form of the natural world, to a large extent, the issues of the environment, are basically not restricted to the empirical or physical world itself but also it transcends from the empirical realities of the physical world to include those of metaphysical world, the outer space and planets in fact, it subsumes the whole corpus of the universal form.

The objective of such analysis on the environment as it may, are for the primary purpose of committing man to an active participation in the teleological movement of our world, understanding the deep spiritual connection between man and the universe and implications of his activity on the environment. No wonder an environcentric philosophy as this is informed towards the sharpening of such understanding. Dokun Oyesholo in his, ‘Essentials of Environmental Issues, the World and Nigeria in Perspective’, noted that:

A study of ecological and environmental issues reveals that national as well as international survival of our world depends on our involvement in the very survival of the human species on planet earth. Therefore the meaning and objectives of the environmental issues can only be established within the context of survival of our world. To buttress this further, the results of human activities affecting the environment are multidimensional they range from physical to spiritual categories. The countless ecological disorder in the world shows practically that man and the environment, are truly in a dialogue. And the continuous disastrous occurrences in the globe, ranging from the flood destruction in Nigeria around the River Niger region-Adamawa, Lagos, kogi, Delta, Edo state etc, in Europe Spain around Malaga, in America around California, the tycoon In Asia around Japan and the fog gathering in Nepal, the earthquake and post earthquake no electricity effect in Haiti, the electricity two days short down in India, the shark saga in Australia, Egypt/Ethiopia Nile valley ownership crisis and many others around the world are indication that man is in fact not compromising. All these have left and still leave their indelible marks as the cause the death of millions of people, plants and animals and render many handicap, homeless, losing properties, land and cultural heritages.

b) Problems of the Environment

From the above analysis, we can stretch that issues of the environment borders on the problems of consistent increasing climate change with its causes and consequences, pollution and toxic waste, population, urbanization, etc which has adverse effect on the social, economical, political and religious well being of all life forms. However, these are assembled largely on two broad categories, which can be conceptualized as causes and effects or aspects of the problem: the countless ecological problems such as depletion, acid rain, fog, global warming, and many others. The second category assembles the basic effects of these environmental problems.

i. The problem of climate change

What is climate change?, Is a question that man has over the years not fully digested given that the more we explain and predict, the further it eludes us. To understand climate change, it is important we give an analysis of climate, weather and finally climate change.
Though they are very closely related to each in the study of meteorology and climatology, the term climate can be confused with weather. We are often conversant with the notions of warm weather, rainy day, cold morning or a chilly night but never with notions like ‘today’s climate is warm’. Weather therefore refers to any causal remark about the atmospheric conditions of a particular area at a particular time. It is never static and cannot be generalized. This account for why in a country, we can speak of particularly warm or very sunny area as well as a particularly cold or very rainy area, a place can be subjected to inconsistent weather changes at any given time. In fact it varies incredibly.

When we speak of climate, we mean the average atmospheric conditions of an area over a considerable time. From atmospheric observations, climatic averages amount to a desirable minimum period of 35 years. This only made possible through a systematic observation, recording and processing of the of various elements of climate such as rainfall, temperature, humidity, air pressure, winds, clouds and sunshine before homogeneity of the climatic mode or average can be arrive at. The degree of climatic or weather variables differs within a particular country. To a large extent, the climatic conditions of temperate latitude varies more than those of the tropics. It for this reason Goh Cheng Leong noted in his, ‘New Oxford Progressive Geography: Certificate Physical and Human Geography’, that:

The climate of British Isles is so changeable that many people have commented that Britain has no climate, only weather. Conversely, the climate of Egypt is so static that it makes a good deal of sense when people say that Egypt has no weather, only climate.

The atmosphere is made up of gases and vapour, and receives incoming solar energy from the sun giving rise to what is called climate. Climate change therefore is the continuous movement of one atmospheric condition into another leaving certain alterations in environmental conditions which could favourably or unfavorably determine the activities or life of man. Scientists believe strongly that the rise in the earth average temperature, extremes in weather, the melting of ice caps and glaciers, and death of coral reefs and important species are descriptive indications of global climate change. Although from all angle, the subject has been debated, many hold strongly that the burning of coal, oil, and natural gas-fossils fuels that emits high amount of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere-by cars and industries are the causes of climate change.

Many environmental experts believe that those emissions act like a greenhouse, slowing to the bearest minimal the escape of heat from the earth into space and in turn causing an ever increasing rise in temperature. Since as trees absorb carbon dioxide, large-scale deforestation may also contributes immensly to climate change. Climate change contributes to the extinction of animal species perhaps as much as 1,000 times more than natural rates. This also extends to the extinction of man and plants in the globe in an unestimated degree. Many reasons accounts for this changes in the climate and have been seen as elements by some scientists but we shall consider them as fundamentals of the climates.

We will recall that in a philosophical dimension of environmental analysis as noted earlier, the fact of causes and effects is indelible hence it is important to note that certain factors affect these fundamentals of the climate and the effects such causes is climate change which further results to the above mentioned issues of the environment.

III. MAN AND THE ENVIRONMENT: THE ONTOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIP

a) From Esan Eco-Philosophy

Every society has its belief; these beliefs are a product of their logical reflections on ‘the realities of their environment which forms the basis for their actions and guide to their attitude and behavior towards the ‘other’ (man, plant and animals, animate and inanimate) in the community.

As I noted elsewhere, the world for the Esan people is characterized by ‘Ahu’- forces, hence it is possible or commonly heard among the Esan that ‘Elimhin ru Erhan’ -there are spirits in the trees also in rivers, forest, hills, mountains etc. this is not to say the Esan believes in animism in a derogatory sense. But in saying that things in nature or material things are alive, the Esan is consistent with his basic assumption about nature. He means that Orionlens - life forces, permeates the whole universe and that matter and spirit are one inseparable reality. For the Esan people, behind every natural thing and intimately co-existing with them is a non-material power. This power is ‘Orionlen’ or ‘Etinosa’- life-force which he believes to have existed from the beginning of the world. This force is active and man, animals and spirit share from this life-force and it can be communicated to things. Spirit and mythical beings possess this life-force. It is impersonal and unconscious yet constitutes the individuality of every living thing and this can vary quantifiably and qualitatively. Life-force is under the direction or guidance of the soul though it does not vary quantifiably or qualitatively. The Esan has no clarity of such forces but only describes them in terms of their functions or manifestations.

The above metaphysically shows that the Esan belief in the reality of an existing interaction between these forces in their environment. Hence for them the interactions between man and man; man and nature and man and God are those between vital forces, souls and or powers. In this dimension it becomes inferable that superior or higher forces directly influence lower ones while the lower ones
have indirect influence on superior ones. The product of such belief is the fact that as beings or forces exist in a mystical network of interrelatedness, the standard of good behavior depends on maintaining, respecting and strengthening relationship between vital-forces in the environment.

The world for the Esan people consists of the physical reality, which we see-‘Ebuwedage’. It is not a static reality but a dynamic reality, which opens up to ‘Agbon meyedage’-the world I cannot see, the world beyond. The world both seen and unseen is one reality. In the world beyond, there is the realm of the nature spirits, both the good and the bad, and there is the realm of ancestors, realm of man and the realm of things, plant and animals or animate and inanimate things. Esan cosmology is affirmed further by J. Mbiti’s conclusion on the African ontology in his; ‘Introduction to African Religion’, when he said: “the Africans have their own ontology ... but it is an extremely anthropocentric ontology in the sense that everything is seen in terms of its relation to man”. The Esan people believe strongly that man is the owner and ruler of the world. Better put; the central focus of the universe hence they say; “Oria yan agbon’. In Benedict Uabor’s reference to Akhilomen’s analysis on the anthropocentric nature of the Esan cosmology, this point is made emphatic when he noted that:

b) *Esan Anthropocentric Cosmology*
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*Figure 1: Esan Anthropocentric Cosmology.*

From the above, we can understand that for the Esan people, man is at the center of everything in the universal form, this accounts for why the Esan commonly say ‘Oria yan agbon’. This shows also why they believe that man tends to be anthropocentric. He regards every other thing to exist for his sake and that, it is through him, in him and for him that things derive and have their meaning and significance. All things man feels is centering round him and, made for him. This is because he recognized his unique and distinct position in creation.

From a purely naturalistic dimension, the Esan see the human person as a sacred being, possessing the spark of the Supreme Being; an ‘*Imago Dei*’—Image of God-‘Oria no Osanobua maeh’, possessor of value and dignity, and a communitarian being. ‘*Oria*-man, in Esan ontology, is considered as the central focus of the universal form whose duty is to control, promote, protect and utilize nature or the components of his environment according to the desire of his maker. In Esan cosmological belief therefore ‘*Oria*’, that is man, in this light, sees the universe in terms of himself and endeavors to live in harmony with everything in nature even where there is no existential relation of life. In this way the visible and invisible parts of the universe are at man’s disposal through physical, mystical and religious means. The following is an illustration of the anthropocentric nature of the Esan ontology.
God made everything for man, placed him in the center of the universe and gave him power to utilize them for his good and theirs. By implication, man must reverence nature as the altar of God who is at the top of everything. Man must also understand that even though he is at the center of all, he is not the measure of all as there are forces that are higher than him, thus although all things where made for him, in his dealings with these forces, he must understand they can mar or make him. He must live in harmony with nature.

The question we can draw from the above is, how much of these do we still have in our world today. How much does our eco-thought serve as a fundamental guide to our actions or activities in the universe? The answer to this is clearly negative as man’s craving for development and ‘super man’ has accessioned an immoderate scientific exploitation, lack of care consciousness for the environment which has vulcanized a ever increasing threat to human lives and those of plants and animals as well as other animate and inanimate existents in the environment. Indeed a ‘disturbia’. Most interesting is the fact that we are at once the asker and the asked, the problem and the solution, the cause and the affected. We are indeed trapped in a shadow we cannot run from. Hence we must respond.

IV. THE EMERGENCE OF GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE AND THE REACTION: A HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Although, man has consistently concerned himself with global environmental changes at different points in history especially from the Noah’s ark saga in the B.C. era to the global warming indices of our contemporary time. However, it is purportable that recent evironcentric concerns heightened with the conveying of United Nation Conference on the Human Environment (UNICH) in Stockholm back in 1972. This invention informed a priority to human environmental challenges.

Certain past, present and future possible variable in forms of causes and effects such as the 1783 “remarkable fog”, the acid rain, pollution and resource exploitation, occasioned the 1972 general assembly of the United Nation on human environmental challenges. One of the pressing issues at that time was the strong desire of developing countries for urgent industrialization like other countries around them. In order to harmonize the divide between the developed and developing countries, in Stockholm, Maurice Strong, the Secretary General of the United Nation Conference on the Human Environment (UNICH) charged 27 experts with the duty of reaching a consensus to address the needs to institute principles through which the occasions of economic and social development can be regulated so that new international agreements do not excessively burden on them and new legislation reflecting the unequal levels of development be reversed to center on the principle of sovereign equality. No doubt the result of the meeting in hornix, Switzerland in June 1971 was the no other than the immediate link between development and the environment and the concept of sustainable development as noted by Williams, cemented the alliance.

Moreover, the 1980s dimension to the emergence of global environment change on the international political schema was a consequence of a number of certain highly disturbing environmental factors. Our planet is threatened by global warming, ozone depletion, biological diversity loss, deforestation, desertification, environmental disasters and degradation. In the same breath there are global ills besetting humanity prominent among these are AIDS, malaria, crime, drugs, social brake down and war. But basically, the political change in Eastern Europe influenced by the adoption of certain pragmatic theories, the consequences of the just ended Cold War which minimized the existing tensions between competing blocs who began the shift of attention from nuclear weapons threat to the dangers inherent in consistent human destructive activities adversely affecting the human and physical environment. Others are the of Bhopal and Chernobyl disaster, the great famine in Africa, heightened global oil spills, like the Exxon Valdez and indeed other environmental catastrophes in the globe. Furthermore, increasing scientific evidence of the environment and the discovery in 1985 of a hole in the ozone layer above Antarctica and warning from scientists about the dangers of global warming were dramatic illustration of the impact of environmentally insensitive economic growth. This no doubt influenced the Brandtland Report in 1987 that current policies where unsustainable for planet and future economic prosperity and of course the need to convene UNCED Earth summit in 1992 Rio.

From all indication, paying particular attention to the issues of the environment as they consistently threaten human life and those of other species is an imperative in our time and this is the very interest of any philosophy of environmentalism. No wonder in event of global integrative philosophy, there have been an ever increasing demand on care for the human person and the environment as well as a radical orientation process through media both local and international, conference/seminars, publications as well as class room instructions for environmental care consciousness, human activities and its effect on the environment, the relationship between man and the environment; in fact a wide range of related topics as the safety and health of man and other living things in the universe depends on man.
V. Philosophy of Environmentalism: Towards Safety and Health of Man and Other Exitsnts in the Universe

Indeed, many may wonder how philosophy becomes so involved in such an environmental issue, what does it have to contribute? Is she through with the issues of; God, Evil, Death, Spirit, Language, Being, Substances and indeed a host of other problems? The answer is no because human existence is a constantly unfolding reality. Therefore considering the other problems of philosophy, such; Essence and Existence, Appearance and reality, Unity and Diversity, Change and Permanence, Causality, even the mind body interaction and the challenges of Determinism, the inter-wovenness of philosophy and environment is fundamental. J. Omogbe noted that:

If u ask ten different philosophers what philosophy is, you are likely to get ten different answers. The simple question "what is philosophy?" is very difficult to answer. A person who for the first time tries to find out what philosophy is, is often disappointed to learn that there is no universally accepted definition of philosophy. Philosophers themselves disagree on what philosophy is or how it should be defined.

The reason for the above is singularly that philosophy is the mother of all the sciences. Hence it is not limited in scope and its objective however considered, is projected at human existential wellbeing. As earlier noted therefore, philosophy is the study of man and the realities around him in a view of sharpening his attitude and concept. Observing the analysis on the ontological relationship between man and the environment in Esan-eco philosophy, a unique attitude of openness to nature in positive and sacred relationship is at once implied. It is not out of place therefore to affirm that this forms yet another dimension of man’s essential characteristics or mode-of-being-in-the-world. No wonder Okolo’s noted that:

...Nature is the product of a good God. Nature is not there simply/and solely to be exploited, subdued, and absolutely conquered. But for the African, it is to be venerated as the source of his material needs, the tombs of his ancestors and shrines of his gods. He obtains his needed material goods not so much by conquering and mastering it as by submitting to it and venerating it as well. Injury or damage to nature is a breach of Cosmic harmony and order which attracts penalties from the gods and when venerated, good fortune and blessings, material and spiritual, abound.

Maquet puts the same idea across when he said that: "Nature, which man can never ignore is vast and indifferent. It hurts as much as it protects and the good men as often as the bad are in turn victim and beneficiary. This significantly identifies that the fact that nature is not only sacred and mystifying, but it is also the spring point of man’s being and existence hence he seeks harmony with it by sharing in its life, spiritual and material blessing.

a) Significance, Scope and Objective of Philosophy of Environmentalism

From the Esan Eco-philosophy, it is hypothetically purportable that ‘we are because nature is’ just as ‘nature is because we are’ thus man and nature or his environment are ontologically connected. Environment belongs to all living beings and thus is, important for all. Each and every body of whatever occupation he or she may have, is affected by environmental issues like global warming, depletion of ozone layer, dwindling forest, energy resources, loss of global biodiversity etc a philosophy for human regulation or a moral code for living is thus important.

Philosophy of Environmentalism as a study, asks the why, the what, the how, and the where of man’s existence in the universe. It raises and analyses fundamental questions about the processes in water, air, land, soil and organisms which leads to pollute, degrade or affect environmental and human well being. It also strives to show with its entire tool, that man’s activity has great or disastrous effect on the environment. It helps us for establishing standard and consciousness, for safe, clean and healthy natural ecosystem. It also deals with important issues like how can there be safe and clean drinking water, hygienic living conditions and clean and fresh air, fertility of land, healthy food and development. It strongly proposes a sustainable environmental ethics that will guide human actions in the universe thus encourages environmental law, and joins with other human endeavors such as business administration, environmental protection, management and environmental engineering, medical and laboratory sciences which are immersing as new career opportunities for environment protection and managements.

b) Scope of Philosophy of Environmentalism

Philosophy of Environmentalism is a multidisciplinary science whose basic aspects have a direct relevance to every section of the society. Its main aspects therefore will include among others:

- Establishing standard and consciousness for human and environmental value
- Re-echo Ethics for healthy human environmental activities and sustainable environmental management.
- Engage the public and professionals in an epistemological awareness of the ontological relationship between man and the environment
- Ensure a culture of conservation of nature and natural resources.
Conservation of biological diversity.
Revamp civil responsibility to man and the environment
Set sustainable standard for control of environmental pollution.
Stabilization of human population and environment.
Expose and engage civil society and professionals in social issues in relation to development and environment.
Encourage development of non-polluting renewable energy system and providing new dimension to nation’s security.
Ensure a philosophical dimension of an environmental study.

c) Objective of Philosophy of Environmentalism

With the ever increasing developmental activities by modern man, large scale degradation of natural resources have been occurred, the public has to be educated about the fact that if we are degrading our environment we are actually harming ourselves. To encourage meaningful public participation and environment, it is necessary to create awareness about environment pollution and related adverse effects.

The United Nations conference on Environment and Development held in Rio-de-Janeiro, followed by Earth summit on sustainable Development have highlighted the key issues of global environmental concern and have attracted the general public towards the deteriorating environment. Any Government at its own level can’t achieve the goal of environmental conservation, until the public has a participatory role in it. Public participatory role is possible only when the public is aware about the ecological and environmental issues. Contributing to such advocacies is the onus of this philosophical analysis of environmental care consciousness.

VI. Conclusion

Just as humanity promotes a culture of tolerance, dialogue and understanding the emphasis should be on moderate universal trans-cultural valuation and collective development. This work also calls for an attitude and practice of ecological sensibility as globalization faces countless ecological challenges which are to a large extent human infested (like more recently in Nigeria, the United States of America and Japan and even other parts of the globe). To a large extent therefore, the responsibility that we have as citizens and ambassadors of the earth extends not only to those whom we currently share our planet or community with but transcends also to other species, the environment and to future generations of humanity.

It should be borne in mind that this is not a conclusion to the dialogue on man for global peace, harmony, love, equality, justice and total development, but a step towards a human-centric globalization whose praxis lies in a proactive personal involvement of all mankind in the concrete spirit of ‘living together with others’.

In fact, for a wholesome management on planet earth, we would have to make the entire population of humanity, environmentally educated or oriented. From aforementioned, the following objectives of ‘Philosophy of Environmentalism’ therefore will engender a world of peaceful relations and moderate scientific exploitation. To ensure this therefore, we must struggle to:

1. Improving the quality of environment.
2. Creating awareness among people on environmental problems and conservation.
3. Creating such an atmosphere as people find themselves fit enough to participate in decision making process of environmental development programmes.
4. A good and deep knowledge of the environment or the ecosystem and contingent nature of every living thing on the other for continuous existence or survival.
5. Erect principles of environmental ethics and set standard that will maintain and enforce them.
6. Re-echo the need to teach philosophy of environmentalism in schools at primary, secondary and tertiary levels.
7. Get all the ‘par status’ of the society involved in this environmental care consciousness orientation and constant reminder process. This will ensure constant information and deliberations on the issues of the environment at the religious, political, social, economical levels. This will be made possible through the instrumentality of the family, church, schools, peer groups, and indeed other hands of the society.
8. Community health agency and commitment possibly enforced environmental health policies for life healthy living of all life forms, man, pant, animals and all categories of existents in the universe.
9. Government commitment support environmental research centers and programmes to enable structure that will meet environmental needs.
10. Government commitment sponsoring and equipping meteorological facilities to foster studies and research programmes to enable first hand and timely information about upcoming climatic changes so to ensure adequate and relevant emergency response.
11. Government and individual’s consistent support to providing useful equipments to environmental agencies to ensure fully prepared or adequate emergency response to environment situations.
12. Non-governmental organization to divert attentions of from poor and needy to dealing with the cause of such conditions.
13. Non-governmental organization to give little or more attention to environmental hazard support scheme by providing for agencies necessary tools to foster ecological balance.
To project further clearly, a philosophy of environmentalism, making consistent and committed efforts to care for the environment is an imperative and in fact the duty of every philosophy. Hence like Mìcheal in his lyrics; *Hail the world*, we must echo “…hail the world, make it a better place for you and me and the entire human race, there are people dying, if you care enough for the living, make a better place for you and me.”24.
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